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Are you wasting your time
practicing guitar badly?

To get the most out of your guitar practice cheat sheet print
out and pin to the wall of your practice space, or, bookmark it

on your tablet/phone/laptop to read before your practice
session.
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Guitar Practice Tips: 

8 Simple Steps To
Always Follow 
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Always tune your guitar

Perfect your posture

Slow down, use a metronome

Get a guitar stand

Remember your sore fingers will get better

Don't listen to stupid comments

Follow the 'less is more' ethos

Practice smarter, not necessarily longer
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Top 8 Guitar
Practice Tips
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You'll have good days and bad days practice

Repetition is key - repeat 100 x more

Make learning complete songs top priority

Always warm up with scales

Use a practice diary/log

Practice at the same time each day

Turn off distracting notifications on devices

Create a nice dedicated practice space

Have your practice tools close to hand

Play with other musicians, look for workshops

Keep a folder with chord sheets, scale exercises etc
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11 Bonus Guitar
Practice Tips
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Free Cheat Sheet

The Fretwire -

Custom Guitars

EarMaster - The #1 music ear

training software

Master learning chords, rhythm, scales
& intervals by ear. 2500 slick
interactive music theory exercises on
PC, Mac, iPad and iPhone. The perfect
tool for beginners & beyond to help you
improve quickly on guitar.

TrainYourEars - Sound

Engineer EQ Training

Renowned ear training software
for Mac and PC designed to help
musicians & engineers understand
equalisers and frequencies. If you're
into recording, you seriously need to
check this out. 

DIY custom guitar kits. Bored with
assembly line guitars? Love to tinker?
These kits are geared towards
passionate unique guitar players,
from beginner to pro. There's options
to suit any budget and skill level. Very
cool.
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TOP RESOURCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Elegant Themes -

Need a website for your music, or does
your current one need a revamp? Elegant
Themes have a wealth of stunning
website themes for musicians,  bands,
sound engineers, dj's and producers
alike.
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